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Mr. Chairman and Council Members,
My name is Roger Cullen, owner/operator of the fishing vessel Dorado 1176819. I am a long time
fisherman working out of Morro Bay for over 30 years now. I have invested in an "A" Fixed Gear
Permit and fish for sable fish and short spine on a weekly basis.
I am very concerned about what has developed with the IFQ Gear Switching Program, particularly
south of 36'. Large IFQ fixed gear vessels are now fishing in the waters south of 36', targeting
sable fish with what appears to be an uncontrolled quantity of trap gear. These large boats are
now piling southern sable quota up to the vessel cap limit (approx. 215,000 lbs), carrying and
trucking hundreds of large traps to our town. Some are not here long, 3 to 6 weeks, but saturate
our traditional long line areas extracting hundreds of thousands of pounds of sable fish in a very
short time. Most everyone agrees, fishermen and scientist alike, that this is not good for the
resource. We have noticed very poor fishing after they leave an area and recovery appears to
take months.
Our once stable traditional fixed gear sector is now threatened with this injection of new IFQ
participants into the fixed gear sector. For all intents and purposes, our fishing grounds for sable
fish are from 36' south to just a bit below 34.27', not a lot of area when you think about it. In my
opinion, our fishing grounds will not survive this new pressure. We have had declining CPUE
since their arrival. Small town boats, so important to our small town fishing community, are under
threat. How can this happen? Is there not something in fishing law that prohibits a new sector
from affecting another in such a way?
We need some control mechanism here. Trap limitations south of 36', bringing in gear with each
landing, reducing the outrageous IFQ vessel cap for southern sable fish or better yet, eliminate
IFQ gear switching south of 36'.
I was one of a few fishermen out of Morro Bay that participated in the EFP for IFQ gear switching.
It has failed to work with our small boat fleet due to the cost to operate under present conditions.
At one time we thought this might be a way to enhance fishing opportunities for our small boat fleet
and somewhat counterbalance consolidation. If we had any idea what this would result in, we
would never have participated.
I urge you to move fast on this matter. Our small boat fleet is now shrinking and our sable fish
stocks are declining.
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